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Abstract

Stumpage prices in a given timber market is driven by the demands and preferences of buyers and sellers. The majority of these preferences are often unobserved, but some may be approximated and quantified by various characteristics that accompany bid sales. Accounting for observed characteristics of timber transactions may improve our understanding of stumpage market fluctuations and reduce our exposure to market volatility. A hedonic price model is developed for the pine sawtimber stumpage market in Central Georgia. An allocated pine sawtimber price per ton is regressed against observed characteristics of the tract and factors quantifying product size, volumes, and distributions on the tract. Results suggest that both size of the product and its total volume can be associated with higher stumpage prices. Other significant factors include product distribution, with preference given to higher grade products and timber quality. The model explains the effects of the observed characteristics on stumpage prices. As a result, accounting for these effects can be used to segregate the total price variance between explained and unexplained effects, thereby providing a perspective on the true price volatility with respect to general market fluctuations.
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